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Abstract The Southwest Pacific Ocean Circulation and Climate Experiment (SPICE) is an international
research program under the auspices of CLIVAR. The key objectives are to understand the Southwest Pacific
Ocean circulation and the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) dynamics, as well as their influence on
regional and basin-scale climate patterns. South Pacific thermocline waters are transported in the westward
flowing South Equatorial Current (SEC) toward Australia and Papua-New Guinea. On its way, the SEC encounters
the numerous islands and straits of the Southwest Pacific and forms boundary currents and jets that eventually
redistribute water to the equator and high latitudes. The transit in the Coral, Solomon, and Tasman Seas is of
great importance to the climate system because changes in either the temperature or the amount of water
arriving at the equator have the capability to modulate the El Ni~no-Southern Oscillation, while the southward
transports influence the climate and biodiversity in the Tasman Sea. After 7 years of substantial in situ oceanic
observational and modeling efforts, our understanding of the region has much improved. We have a refined
description of the SPCZ behavior, boundary currents, pathways, and water mass transformation, including the
previously undocumented Solomon Sea. The transports are large and vary substantially in a counter-intuitive
way, with asymmetries and gating effects that depend on time scales. This paper provides a review of recent
advancements and discusses our current knowledge gaps and important emerging research directions.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivations
The Southwest Pacific Ocean region contains the major oceanic circulation pathway that redistributes waters
from the South Pacific subtropical gyre to the equator and high latitudes. The South Equatorial Current (SEC)
flows into the Coral Sea, transporting distinct water masses: the salty Upper Thermocline Waters (UTW, rh �
24.5 kg m23) subducted in the dry and windy center of the southeast Pacific gyre (high-salinity patch on Fig-
ure 1a; see also Qu et al. [2008]; Hasson et al. [2013]); the Lower Thermocline Waters (LTW, rh � 26.2 kg m23),
in part subducted north east of New Zealand (high-salinity patch on Figure 1b; Tsubouchi et al. [2007]; Qu et al.
[2009]), and the low-salinity Antarctic Intermediate Waters (AAIW, rh � 27.2 kg m23) formed around 50�S [Qu
and Lindstrom, 2004] and subducted between 170�W and Drake Passage [Sallee et al., 2010; Hartin et al., 2011].

On the poleward pathway, large quantities of heat energy are transported in the East Australian Current
(EAC). The main core of the EAC separates from Australia and flows eastward into the Tasman Sea, giving
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rise to a region of intense eddy activity and air-sea exchanges, with marked influence on climate over Aus-
tralia and New Zealand [Sprintall et al., 1995]. The remaining EAC continues to flow southward as the EAC
Extension; where some eventually forms the Tasman Outflow (TO) that connects the South Pacific subtropi-
cal gyre with the Indian Ocean, forming a supergyre that redistributes water amongst the basins [Speich
et al., 2002; Cai, 2006; Ridgway and Dunn, 2007].

On the equatorward pathway, the Low Latitude Western Boundary Currents (LLWBC) flowing through the Solo-
mon Sea constitute an essential part of the subtropical cell circulation [McCreary and Lu, 1994]. They contribute
to the recharge of the equatorial Warm Pool, and supply the Indonesian Throughflow and the Equatorial
Undercurrent (EUC), thereby feeding the downstream surface waters of the cold tongue in the eastern Pacific
[Fine et al., 1994]. Documenting the LLWBC transports and properties is important in many ways. On interan-
nual timescales, it has been shown that the LLWBC transport variations partially compensate the interior trans-
port variations [e.g., Lee and Fukumori, 2003; Qu et al., 2013]. On decadal timescales, it has been suggested that
changes in either the temperature [Gu and Philander, 1997] or the amount of water [Kleeman et al., 1999;
McPhaden and Zhang, 2002] arriving at the equator modify the equatorial thermocline and surface equatorial
properties, thus having the capability to modulate the El Ni~no-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Temperature and
salinity anomalies of O(0.5�C/0.2 psu) can indeed be traced from the southeastern Pacific as they advect toward
the west, both in numerical models [Luo et al., 2005; Nonaka and Sasaki, 2007; Qu et al., 2013] and Argo float
observations [Kolodziejczyk and Gaillard, 2012; Zhang and Qu, 2014]. Tracking them until they reach the equato-
rial band is much more difficult, due to the complex LLWBC system and mixing in the Southwest Pacific.

Quantifying the EAC and LLWBC transports and variability in the Coral, Tasman, and Solomon Seas is thus of
great importance to climate prediction; documenting hydrological properties and water mass mixing along
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Figure 1. (a) Salinity on isopycnal rh 5 24.5 kg m23 (color) and geostrophic streamlines (contours) from the CARS climatology [Ridgway et al., 2002]. The dashed arrows represent the approximate
pathways of the Upper Thermocline Waters (UTW) b) on rh 5 26.2 kg m23; Lower Thermocline Waters (LTW). The two isopycnals correspond, respectively, to the upper and lower part of the Equa-
torial Undercurrent (EUC). Main currents are indicated: the South Equatorial Current (SEC); New Guinea Coastal Undercurrent (NGCU) as well as the East Australian Current (EAC). Adapted from Gre-
nier et al. [2014].
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their pathways is also crucial to understand if (and how) anomalies in hydrological properties are transmit-
ted from the subtropical/tropical South Pacific to the equatorial band and to southern Australia. But the
oceanic circulation in this region is complex. The bulk of the South Pacific subtropical gyre waters entering
the Coral Sea in the broad westward flowing SEC encounter islands, resulting in boundary currents that
divide into westward jets at their northern and southern tips, according to the island rule dynamics [Godfrey,
1989]. These jets include the South Caledonian Jet (SCJ), the North Caledonian Jet (NCJ), and the North
Vanuatu Jet (NVJ) (Figure 2). Upon reaching the Australian coast, the NCJ bifurcates and supplies both the
EAC and the Gulf of Papua Current (GPC). The GPC enters into the Solomon Sea, becoming the New Guinea
Coastal Undercurrent (NGCU) that flows around intricate topography before exiting northward through
three narrow passages: the Vitiaz Strait, Solomon Strait, and St. George’s channel. To the south, the EAC
strengthens as it flows along the coast of Australia. Southward of � 33�S, it starts to separate into filaments,
forming the northwestward South Pacific Subtropical Counter Current (STCC), the eastward Tasman Front
(TF, Figure 2), and the EAC extension.

This circulation and its dynamics have been previously identified in numerical simulations [Webb, 2000]
and low-resolution climatologies [Qu and Lindstrom, 2002; Ridgway and Dunn, 2003], which motivated
enhanced observations to improve their description and understand the connections between currents
at different depths, along with the variability. Concurrently, the increased model resolution and bathym-
etry greatly improved the quality of numerical simulations of the region (section 3). The structure and
strength of the Southwest Pacific circulation are related to the southeasterly trade wind structure. Their
structure depends on the presence and intensity of the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ), a region
that extends on average from the Solomon Islands to Fiji and southward (see Figure 2) with strong pre-
cipitation, wind convergence, and diabatic heating [Zhang, 2001]. Modeling the Southwest Pacific circu-
lation is further challenged because our understanding of the SPCZ dynamics is limited, with coupled
climate models exhibiting strong biases with the modeled SPCZ extending zonally which is in contrast
to the observed SPCZ which slants eastward and turns poleward around the dateline [Brown et al., 2011,
2013a].
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Figure 2. Southwest Pacific topography: only depths shallower than 2000 m are shaded (color scale in meters). The Queensland (QLD)
and New South Wales (NSW) coasts are indicated. Blue arrows denote the main currents, integrated 0–1000 m (SEC5South Equatorial Cur-
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1.2. SPICE Objectives and Organization
At the outset of the Southwest Pacific Ocean Circulation and Climate Experiment (SPICE) in 2005, relatively few
observations were available to diagnose the processes and pathways through the complicated geography of
the Southwest Pacific. With most of the region difficult to access, a large temporal variability and strong narrow
currents, observations and numerical modeling faced serious challenges. This led scientists from France, Aus-
tralia, USA, New Zealand, Japan, and Pacific Island countries to develop a coordinated program, including
intensive observations and focussed modeling experiments [Ganachaud et al., 2007, 2008a] under the umbrella
of the Variability and Predictability of the Ocean-Atmosphere System (CLIVAR, http://www.clivar.org) program.
SPICE has since been providing a platform to stimulate international collaboration and funding from national
programs (http://clivarspice.org). The SPICE data are referenced on http://spiceclivar.org.

The main aim of SPICE has been to understand the Southwest Pacific Ocean circulation and its influence on
climate, from the Tasman Sea to the equator. This has involved complementary challenges to understand:

1. The circulation, boundary currents, and jets for the different water masses;

2. Transformation and mixing of these waters during their transit;

3. The circulation variability in conjunction with SPCZ dynamics;

4. The impact on equatorial and Tasman Sea water properties; and

5. The key observation metrics whose monitoring is of importance to climate prediction.

These objectives have been addressed through a combination of analysis of historical observations, new
observations, and focused modeling efforts. The field programs have measured and monitored the ocean
circulation, which have helped validate and improve numerical simulations. In turn, simulations have been
used to improve understanding of the dynamics, put observations in context, and provide basic knowledge
in unexplored areas.

We have reached a midpoint in SPICE, and we review here the recent progress and new findings. Some
work is ongoing and some questions remained unresolved. As research has progressed, new science per-
spectives have come into view. We start with a description of the overall approach regarding in situ obser-
vations (section 2) and numerical modeling (section 3); then review the main scientific advancements along
the thermocline pathways in the Coral Sea (subsection 4.1), Tasman Sea (subsection 4.2), and Solomon Sea
(section 4.3). We then analyze the oceanic link from the subtropics to the equator and high latitudes
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Figure 3. Main elements and regional structure of the SPICE field program, as indicated by the legend: PIES5Pressure Inverted
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and colorbar indicates ocean depth.
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(section 4.4) and discuss SPCZ dynamics (section 4.5). We finish with a summary of the main SPICE advance-
ments and discussion on prospective research (section 5). We provide a list of acronyms in Appendix B.

2. In Situ Observations

The field program was designed to survey the Southwest Pacific inflows, outflows, and Western Boundary
Currents (WBCs) quasi-simultaneously in a concerted attempt to close the regional mass, heat, and fresh-
water budgets. An important purpose was also to test ocean transport monitoring technologies (Figure 3).
High-resolution hydrographic surveys provided temperature, salinity, and dissolved oxygen down to at least
2000 m; nutrient and geochemical data were collected on several cruises, in coordination with the interna-
tional program GEOTRACES (http://www.geotraces.org).

Some glider deployments first served to demonstrate the application of recent technology with lines in two
coastal jets near New Caledonia (subsection 4.1); across the western boundary currents off Queensland and
New South Wales (subsection 4.1 and 4.2); and in the Solomon Sea (section 4.3). The SEC transport into the
Coral Sea is currently monitored through High Resolution eXpendable BathyThermograph (HR-XBT) trans-
ects (see below), a mooring and colocated glider measurements. The Australian Integrated Marine Observ-
ing System (IMOS) includes specific assessment of the impacts of the boundary currents on the Great
Barrier Reef (GBR, that extends about 3000 km along the WBCs) and Tasman Sea. Remote sensing, mooring
arrays, and glider surveys have been operating there since 2007. Off the GBR, four pairs of moorings are dis-
tributed on the continental slope and on the outer shelf, between 23�S and 14�S to measure the GPC and
the low-latitude part of the EAC, as well as exchanges across the shelf.

To the north, gliders from Scripps Institution of Oceanography/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration have monitored the transport across the south entrance of the Solomon Sea, with four to eight
crossings annually since 2007 (subsection 4.3). Those are now supplemented by Pressure Inverted
EchoSounders (PIES) to provide horizontal integrals of mass and heat transport at high temporal resolution
through a combination of the two data sets. Moorings were deployed in the Solomon Straits and off New
Ireland (subsection 5.2). These coordinated measurements are expected to help document the transport
size, variability, and partition amongst the Solomon Straits.

Two current meter arrays were deployed in the Tasman Sea: one across the EAC, against the coast of Australia
near 27�S, and another one in the deep pathways south of Norfolk Island to measure the TF flow (subsection
4.2). HR-XBT sections provide high-resolution temperature surveys of the upper water column and associated
oceanic transports. Initiated in 1991 across the ‘‘Tasman box’’ (Fiji-Australia-New Zealand, Figure 3), those have
continued in conjunction with new meridional sections east [Maes et al., 2011] and west [Goni et al., 2010] of the
Coral Sea. On a regular basis, surface drifters were also released during cruises or HR-XBT lines, with an
enhanced focus across the EAC [Brassington et al., 2011].

Argo floats seeded in the Southwest Pacific during SPICE increased the number of temperature and salinity
profiles from �700 per year in 2005 to �2600 per year in 2013. Argo floats are now released on a regular
basis in the Southwest Pacific, with a major deployment taking place in 2012 (75 floats, mostly equipped
with Iridium transmission to avoid long surface times and associated stranding risk).

3. Modeling Ocean Dynamics

A variety of global and regional ocean models, from coarse resolution up to eddy-resolving spatial scales
(�10 km), have been used to explore mesoscale activity [e.g., Everett et al., 2012], multidecadal climate
trends [e.g., Hill et al., 2011] and link coastal impacts to regional and global phenomena such as ENSO [e.g.,
Melet et al., 2013], global warming [e.g., Sen Gupta et al., 2012], and the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation [e.g.,
McGregor et al., 2009a] (section 4). Simple to intermediate complexity ocean models have also been used to
understand the dynamic mechanisms that underpin the seasonal to decadal upper ocean variability down
to the thermocline [e.g., Kessler and Gourdeau, 2007; McGregor et al., 2007, 2008, 2009b; Holbrook et al.,
2011]. Furthermore, there is an increasing synergy between climate modeling and operational oceanogra-
phy efforts such as those pursued by forecasting initiatives like MERCATOR Ocean (1/12� , http://www.mer-
cator-ocean.fr) and BLUElink [1/10�, Schiller et al., 2009a; Oke et al., 2012]. Combining these models with
observations has enabled the exploration and analysis of:
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1. Jet-like structures in
the SPICE area (subsec-
tion 4.1; dynamics of
the NCJ and NVJ) [Cou-
velard et al., 2008];

2. Eddy dynamics in
boundary currents such
as the EAC, GPC, and in
the Solomon Sea (sub-
sections 4.2 and 4.3)
[Brassington et al., 2011;
Oke and Griffin, 2011;
Oke et al., 2013; Gour-
deau et al., 2014];

3. Subduction zones,
water circulation, and
pathways (subsection
4.4) [e.g., Grenier et al.,
2011, 2014; Qu et al.,
2013];

4. Shelf-scale, islands, and upwelling processes (subsection 5.4.3; Australia coastal currents; New Caledonia
upwelling) [Schiller et al., 2008; Marchesiello et al., 2010]; and

5. Dynamical drivers of sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the Coral Sea and associated coral
bleaching events (subsection 5.4.3) [Schiller et al., 2009b].

Figure 4 illustrates the main features of the large-scale circulation in the SPICE domain as simulated with
the recent near-global version of the Bluelink OFAM3 model [Oke et al., 2013]. In the eddy-resolving ocean
ReANalysis (BRAN, 1/10� resolution), the model captures the main gyre cells and circulation features, includ-
ing EAC transport; connection with topography; jets; the SEC bifurcation; the TF; quasi-stationary eddies north
of New Zealand and the EAC Extension towards Tasmania and its associated TO.

An operational model has
been developed specifi-
cally on the GBR,
Bluelink-OceanMaps, to
understand coastal and
riverine impacts on the
GBR. This system is also
used to understand Coral
Sea influences on the
GBR, and utilizes IMOS
observations for
validation.

A large modeling effort
was devoted to the Solo-
mon Sea, as the complex
bathymetry with numer-
ous straits and islands is
particularly challenging
(subsection 4.3), and high
resolution is required to
resolve the narrow straits
that connect with the
equator. The Adaptive

Figure 4. OFAM3 model full-depth transport streamfunction [Oke et al., 2013]. Contour interval is 1
Sv (1 Sv 5 106m3 s21).

Figure 5. Numerical model nesting schematics over the Solomon Sea. The high resolution 1/36�

regional model is embedded within a 1/12� basin model of the South West Pacific through a two-way
interactive connection, whereas the 1/12� regional model is itself embedded in the 1/12� global config-
uration from the DRAKKAR project (http://www.ifremer.fr/lpo/drakkar). From Djath et al. [2014a].
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Grid Refinement (AGRIF) nesting system (Figure 5) has been implemented to refine the model resolution to
1/12� in a 1/4� global model [Melet et al., 2010a], providing a first description of the circulation, variability,
and water mass transformations (subsection 4.3). An original approach based on both one-way (boundary
forced) and two-way (fully interactive) configurations enabled development of a high-resolution model that
interactively connects with the circulation of the Southwest Pacific region (Figure 5). In parallel, an explora-
tory data assimilation analysis allowed evaluation of the potential impact of glider observations on the simu-
lation of the Solomon Sea circulation, including tidal mixing parameterization, and proposed guidance to
deployment strategies [Melet et al., 2012].

Modeling has also been used to explore the role that the Solomon Sea could play in the water mass transfor-
mation and the feedback to the EUC, including at ENSO timescales (subsection 4.4) [Grenier et al., 2011; Melet
et al., 2011, 2013]. These experiments suggest that diapycnal mixing sustained by internal tide breaking is
significant in the Solomon Sea and needs to be parameterized following, e.g., Koch-Larrouy et al. [2007].

Recently, very high-resolution experiments (1/36�) targeted mesoscale and submesoscale variability in the
Solomon Sea. Two distinct models have been used: one with the terrain-following sigma-coordinate ROMS
model [Hristova et al., 2014] and the other one with a z-coordinate model NEMO [Figure 6; Djath et al.,
2014a, 2014b]. Both models better represented the observed circulation of the Solomon Sea (subsection
4.3) [Djath et al., 2014b]. This configuration allowed a full resolution of mesoscale processes (‘‘eddy-resolving
models’’) and a marginal resolution of submesoscales (‘‘sub-mesoscale permitting models’’), that led to new
fields of exploration (subsection 5.4.1).

4. Scientific Advancements

4.1. Coral Sea
SPICE observations and models
have confirmed and refined previ-
ous Coral Sea circulation schematics
(Figure 7), quantified transports,
and revealed the vertical structures:
a broad and shallow NVJ transports
�20 Sv (Figure 8a) and a narrow
and deep NCJ extending to at least
1500 m (Figure 8b) transports �12
Sv [Kessler and Gourdeau, 2007;
Gourdeau et al., 2008; Ganachaud
et al., 2008b]. Observations revealed
two unexpected features: (1) the
deep extent of the NCJ and (2) the
conspicuous surface signature of
the jets (missing from early descrip-
tions, e.g., Qu and Lindstrom [2002]
but revealed in recent drifter

Figure 6. Potential vorticity at 20 m depth on 31 March 1995 from the 1/36� resolution NEMO Solomon Sea model simulations (full PV;
unit is 1027 kg m24 s21).

Figure 7. 0–1000 m transports estimated from the relative geostrophic velocity
from CARS climatology [Ridgway et al., 2002] combined with mapped average
absolute velocity at 1000 m from Argo float drift. The main currents are indicated
as in Figure 2. From Kessler and Cravatte [2013a].
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observations [Choukroun et al., 2010]). Limited observations suggest the presence, at least episodi-
cally, of a subsurface jet south of New Caledonia (the SCJ). While the existence of these jets was
remarkably well predicted by the linear Island Rule [Qiu et al., 2009], topographic effects and nonli-
nearities are needed to explain the predominance of the northern jets compared to the southern
jets [Couvelard et al., 2008]. In the lee of Vanuatu Islands and just south of the NVJ, an eastward cur-
rent was found and named the Coral Sea Counter Current [CSCC, Qiu et al., 2009, see Figure 8a]. The
same authors found an eastward countercurrent to the west of Fiji, the Fiji Basin Countercurrent
(FBCC, Figure 2). The existence of these surface countercurrents have been explained using Sverdrup
balance and localized wind stress curl dipoles generated by the island mountains [Qiu et al., 2009],
although Couvelard et al. [2008] argued that they are due to nonlinear advection.

An important outcome of SPICE was to ascertain that the NQC, the Great Barrier Reef Undercurrent (GBRUC,
beneath the NQC) [Church and Boland, 1983] and the Hiri Current, south of PNG [Burrage, 1993] were all part of
a continuous WBC that flows around the Gulf of Papua and propose a unified name, the GPC [SPICE Community,
2012].

The connection between these different Coral Sea currents are depth dependent and can be inferred from
dissolved oxygen and salinity. Gasparin et al. [2014] propose a formal assessment of water mass contributions
for different parts of the Coral Sea that confirms and quantifies inferences from salinity and oxygen. The shal-
low NVJ is supplied by SEC waters flowing north of Fiji, or essentially UTW. Part of it turns directly into the
Solomon Sea in midbasin (the direct NVJ pathway, Figure 7); this pathway, whose dynamics are not well
understood, is the shortest WBC pathway to the equator (subsection 4.3). The other part continues west
where it bifurcates and contributes to the northward GPC and southward EAC [Kessler and Cravatte, 2013a].

On encountering New Caledonia, the SEC forms the East Caledonian Current (ECC), which then separates as
the NCJ [Gasparin et al., 2011]. The ECC/NCJ mainly advect oxygenated LTW from the part of the SEC south
of Fiji Island and fresh AAIW below that [Maes et al., 2007; Gasparin et al., 2011].

The bifurcation at the Australian continent is vertically tilted: most of the NVJ transport turns north, except
for a tongue of shallow waters above r525 kg m23 that turns south to begin the EAC at 15�S. Waters from
the NCJ, deeper than r526 kg m23, arriving at the coast turn north to feed the GPC, while waters lighter
than r526 kg m23 turn south to feed the EAC [Kessler and Cravatte, 2013a]. The bifurcation thus occurs in
both jets, with a surface water bifurcation in the NVJ and a deep water bifurcation in the NCJ. The structure
of the bifurcation is complicated by the large Queensland Plateau (150�E, 17�S) [Choukroun et al., 2010].

The EAC and GPC also impact the GBR. Long-term surveys show the GBR has lost half its coral cover in the
last 27 years because of storm damage (� 50%), crown of thorns starfish (� 40%), and bleaching (� 10%)
[De’ath et al., 2012]. IMOS GBR mooring array, glider surveys operating since 2007 (section 2), and an

Figure 8. (a) Absolute cross-track geostrophic velocity (cm s21) determined by a glider crossing from the Solomon Islands to New Caledo-
nia (red indicates eastward and blue westward). (b) Velocity measured Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) in the center of the NCJ
at 17.77�S. Eastward currents plotted to right, northward up (see scale key). The NVJ, CSCC, and SCJ are indicated. Adapted from Gourdeau
et al. [2008].
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operational model (section 3) have monitored shelf exchanges. Significant GPC/EAC intrusions and stratifi-
cation occur during spring to late summer, with consequences for the ecosystem that include coral bleach-
ing due to warming events [Berkelmans et al., 2010] and potential outbreaks of crown-of-thorns starfish due
to increased nutrients from offshore upwelling.

The SEC, the jets, and the WBCs respond to large-scale forcing, either locally under direct wind influence, or
remotely through ocean wave propagation, depending upon latitude and timescales. At interannual time-
scales, an El Ni~no event generally enhances the SEC transport entering the Coral Sea [Kessler and Cravatte,
2013b] particularly in the NVJ, with a simultaneous increase in the transport entering into the Solomon Sea
(see subsection 4.3). Cold temperature anomalies then propagate westward and bifurcate to the north and
south a few months later [Holbrook et al., 2005a, 2005b]. The interannual variability of the other WBCs and
jets is less well described or understood and should be explored in future studies.

At seasonal timescales, Rossby waves play an important role in setting the timing for thermocline depth fluc-
tuations in the Coral Sea [Holbrook and Bindoff, 1999]. The subtropical gyre spins up during austral spring, pro-
ducing larger transports at its northern end, near 10�S, with a maximum in November [Kessler and Gourdeau,
2007]. This results in increased equatorward transport into the Solomon Sea and poleward transport anoma-
lies along the entire East Australian coast about 1 month later, shifting the NCJ bifurcation latitude northward.
At intraseasonnal timescales, the Coral Sea jets and countercurrents result in high variability from dynamical
instabilities [Qiu et al., 2009]. At weekly timescales, strong anomalous temperatures events can also be gener-
ated by both local and remote influences [e.g., heat waves on the GBR, Schiller et al., 2009b]. The resulting
top-to-bottom transport entering the Coral Sea is close to 25–30 Sv, with 66 Sv seasonal variations, and maxi-
mum transports in the second half of the year [Kessler and Gourdeau, 2007]. Interannual variations are of order
610 Sv, with maximum transports during El Ni~no phases [Kessler and Cravatte, 2013b]. In addition, synoptic
eddies can create substantial changes over a few weeks [Kessler and Cravatte, 2013b, Table 1].

4.2. Tasman Sea
The EAC originates at approximately 15�S in the surface NVJ bifurcation (Figure 1) [Church and Boland,
1983]. South of 19�S, the total volume transport of the EAC increases due to the arrival of the deeper NCJ
waters and by the SCJ (�23�S) [Kessler and Cravatte, 2013a]. Between 18�S and 35�S, the southward trans-
port generally increases, ranging from 25 to 36 Sv near 28�S, the latter value including waters that are recir-
culated immediately east of the EAC [Ridgway and Godfrey, 1997]. The bulk of the EAC separates from
Australia between 32�S and 34�S forming the broad meandering eastward TF [Ridgway and Dunn, 2003]
and associated region of large mesoscale variability [e.g., Bowen et al., 2005].

The TF extends across the Tasman Sea with part of the flow continuing into the Pacific and a portion reat-
taching to the northern end of New Zealand as the EAUC (Figure 2) and a sequence of semi-permanent
eddies along the east coast of the New Zealand Islands [e.g., Tilburg et al., 2001]. The EAUC finally converges
with the subtropical front and both currents turn eastward in a confluence region [Figure 4; Fernandez et al.,
2014]. The TF transport through the Norfolk gaps (on Figure 3) was estimated at 6 6 4 Sv in the upper
800 m, overlying 2 6 2 Sv of westward flowing AAIW [Sutton and Bowen, 2014]. Limited observations in the
1950s also suggested a southward flow of subtropical water from the TF along the northwest coast of New
Zealand, which had been named the West Auckland Current. However, a current meter array and repeat
hydrographic sections show no evidence of such a current, only weak southward flow offshore of the
1000 m isobaths and northward flow inshore [Sutton and Bowen, 2011].

Much of our understanding of the EAC system has been developed from in situ observations collected over
many decades. However, these data are irregularly distributed in both space and time and are not generally suit-
able for resolving the large interannnual to decadal variability [Ridgway et al., 2002]. Since 1992, altimetric data
have greatly improved the data coverage and have been combined with the repeated, eddy-resolving Tasman
Box HR-XBT (Figure 3) to estimate EAC transport time series between Australia and New Zealand [Ridgway et al.,
2008]. Both the TF separation latitude and the EAC transport vary seasonally—the EAC is strongest in summer
(36 Sv) and weakest in winter (27 Sv) at 28�S [Ridgway and Godfrey, 1997]. The EAC varies on interannual time-
scales, but only a small fraction of the variance is correlated with ENSO [Ridgway and Dunn, 2007].

Conversely, the EAC has strong decadal signals, as measured in temperature, salinity, and sea level [Sutton
et al., 2005; Ridgway and Dunn, 2007; Ridgway et al., 2008; Holbrook et al., 2011]. Over the past 12 years, the
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South Pacific Gyre was observed to
accelerate, in concert with an
increased EAC Extension [Roemmich
et al., 2007; Ridgway, 2007] and
intensification of the wind stress curl
east of New Zealand. A 50 year
ocean reanalysis suggests the occur-
rence of a gating effect between the
EAC Extension and the TF on decadal
timescales: increased wind stress curl
over the South Pacific causes larger
transport in the EAC Extension (and
western boundary currents off New
Zealand at the same latitudes) and
smaller transport in the TF;
decreased wind stress curl has the
opposite effect [Figure 9; Hill et al.,

2011]. These variations are consistent with Island Rule dynamics [Hill et al., 2011; Fernandez et al., 2014;
Oliver and Holbrook, 2014a] along with changes in the wind stress curl attributed to the Southern Annular
Mode [Cai, 2006; Roemmich et al., 2007]. Alternatively, observational and modeling studies attribute the
changes to decadal ENSO variations in the subtropics and propagation through ocean waves [Holbrook
et al., 2005a, 2005b; Sasaki et al., 2008; Holbrook et al., 2011]. These divergent interpretations suggest that
the physical connections between the wind stress curl and the changes of the boundary current system still
need investigation.

These decadal and longer term variations have local consequences: for instance, during El Ni~no years, winter
SST around New Zealand tends to be cooler [Sutton and Roemmich, 2001], with increased Subtropical Mode

Figure 9. The EAC Extension transport variations observed off Sydney (blue curve) and
the Tasman Front/East Auckland Current (red curve) obtained from a combined XBT
and altimeter data set [Ridgway et al., 2008]. Each time series has been low-pass filtered
with a 5 year cut off.
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Water (STMW) production,
which feeds the LTW (section
1) [Sprintall et al., 1995; Hol-
brook and Maharaj, 2008].
STMW production may be fur-
ther enhanced or reduced by
the contribution from the
dynamical modulation of the
EAC/TF by incoming Rossby
waves [Tsubouchi et al., 2007;
Holbrook et al., 2011].

Off Tasmania’s east coast, the
long-term record from Maria
Island (Figure 2) shows that
the southward penetration of

the EAC Extension has increased by approximately 350 km over the past 60 years, and the region has
become both warmer �1 1�C (�1 2.3�C/century) and saltier �1 0.3 psu at the sea surface (Figure 10)
[Ridgway, 2007]. An earlier analysis over the 1955–1988 period noted a �1 1.5�C/century vertically inte-
grated warming over the upper 100 m in the same area [Holbrook and Bindoff, 1997]. The EAC Extension is
projected to further intensify during the 21st century at the expense of the TF, in response to increases in
the wind stress curl south of the EAC separation latitude [Oliver and Holbrook, 2014a].

4.3. Solomon Sea
The Solomon Sea is the main route toward the equator and contains intense flows and intricate topography (Fig-
ure 11). Before SPICE, the circulation was almost undocumented: it was based on sparse in situ measurements
that consisted of scattered Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) and XBT data collected during ship transits.
Three SPICE cruises were dedicated to the area, along with gliders and repeated deployments of Argo floats, to
provide an unprecedented observational database. The net inflow from the Coral Sea was estimated to be 30 Sv
over 0–2000 m from a 2007 hydrographic cruise [Figure 12b; Gasparin et al., 2012]. The mean transport from 2007
to 2011 was estimated from repeated glider measurements at 15 Sv in the upper 0–700 m, although the variability
was as strong as the mean transport [see below, Davis et al., 2012]. An analysis from Argo floats suggested a similar
2004–2011 mean transport at�19 Sv over 0–1000 m [Zilberman et al., 2013].

A model system with a 1/12� resolution within the Solomon Sea, interactively nested in a 1/4� resolu-
tion domain (section 3), enabled a first description of the mean and seasonal thermocline circulation
[Figure 12a; Melet et al., 2010a]. These results were confirmed or corrected using a shipboard ADCP
velocity climatology [Figure 12b; Cravatte et al., 2011]. At the thermocline level, the NGCU is fed by
both the GPC, with a core near rh 5 26.5 kg m23 (around 400 m), and more directly by the shallower
NVJ (Figures 12a and 12b). In the Solomon Sea, the time-mean, equatorward flowing NGCU splits at the
Woodlark Archipelago (Figure 12b), joins again, then bifurcates at the southern coast of New Britain. A
westward branch flows through Vitiaz Strait, and an eastward branch forms the New Britain Coastal
Undercurrent (NBCU), which exits St Georges Channel and Solomon Strait to subsequently form the St
Georges Undercurrent (SGU) and the New Ireland Coastal Undercurrent (NICU), respectively [Figures
12a and 12b; Melet et al., 2010a; Cravatte et al., 2011]. This NGCU partition leads to different connecting
pathways from the Solomon Sea to the equatorial Pacific (section 4.4); its variability is partly related to a
restriction of the flow through Vitiaz St that deviates additional transport towards Solomon Strait [Melet
et al., 2010a].

Thermocline waters of the SEC also enter the Solomon Sea through the eastern part of Solomon Strait (5�S), and
through Indispensable Strait (Figure 11). The Melet et al. [2010a] numerical simulation suggested that this south-
ward Solomon Strait inflow mainly originated from a secondary western boundary current (0–300 m) east of the
Solomon Islands chain which the authors labeled the Solomon Island Coastal Undercurrent (SICU). In contrast, the
recent high-resolution simulations of Hristova et al. [2014] and Djath et al. [2014b] both show varying flow direc-
tion with depth east of the Solomon Island chain, with very strong seasonal variability, as also observed in sur-
face drifters [Hristova and Kessler, 2012]. The connection of those currents with the rest of the boundary current
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system is also seasonally variable. We prefer to avoid attributing any current name at this stage as the models
are in an early phase of analysis and there are only two point-wise observations from cruises.

Near 10�S, the southwestward inflow of SEC waters from Indispensable Strait is revealed by its contrasted
salinity and dissolved oxygen [Gasparin et al., 2012]. However, its transport is still not known accurately, and
is probably highly variable (the high-resolution simulation of Djath et al., [2014a], suggests a 163 Sv inflow
with a well-marked annual cycle). The circulation in the surface and thermocline layers differs predomi-
nantly in the eastern Solomon Sea. Most striking is the Solomon Strait circulation, with a southward flow in
the upper �100 m above the (northward) NICU [Cravatte et al., 2011].

Altimetry revealed that the highest sea level variability in the tropical South Pacific was found east and
west of the Solomon Islands in response to both basin-scale variations [Melet et al., 2010b] and
local mesoscale eddies [Gourdeau et al., 2014; Hristova et al., 2014]. In addition, the mesoscale eddy activ-
ity is modulated by the circulation in the Solomon Sea at seasonal and interannual timescales
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[Gourdeau et al., 2014]. The seasonal cycle has been observed, with a strengthening of the WBCs in austral
winter (JJA) [Cravatte et al., 2011; Hristova and Kessler, 2012] and results from the combination of equato-
rial waves, different regimes of Rossby waves east and south of the Solomon Sea, and the local wind influ-
ence [Melet et al., 2010a]. On interannual timescales, repeated glider transects [Davis et al., 2012] and the
Melet et al. [2013] numerical simulation revealed large transport variations up to �100% of the mean
transport occurring mainly away from the boundary current, in the upper 250 m (Figures 13a and 13b).
The LLWBCs counterbalance meridional transport anomalies over the rest of the South Pacific and vary in
phase with ENSO as is also observed in altimetric and Argo data [Figure 13c; Melet et al., 2010b; Zilberman
et al., 2013]. In the model, the NGCU transport increases during an El Ni~no event and, due to the transport
restriction through Vitiaz Strait, positive transport anomalies are mostly transmitted to Solomon Strait.
(Figure 13a).

Zilberman et al. [2013] estimated the heat transport through the meridional overturning circulation (an
equatorward inflow of 30 Sv above 1000 m in balance with southward outflow in the surface layer) to be
between 0.4 and 0.6 3 1015 W (PW) across the Pacific, including the NGCU contribution. This heat transport
also exhibits substantial interannual variations (60.3 PW) across the basin, partly associated with the large
NGCU transport variations [Melet et al., 2013].

4.4. Link to the Equator and High Latitudes
4.4.1. Oceanic Pathways to the Equator, and Their Variability
Early numerical simulations suggested that about 2/3 of the EUC originated from the South Pacific [e.g.,
Blanke and Raynaud, 1997]. The refined model analysis of Grenier et al. [2011] diagnosed that about 70% of
EUC water at 156�E comes from the Solomon Sea or just east of the Solomon Islands. As described in sub-
sections 4.1–4.3, the circulation pathways are depth and time-dependent, as is the partition of the water
transports in the different equatorward branches (spaghetti arrows on Figure 14a and Appendix A). Because
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the pathway from Vitiaz Strait to the central part of the EUC is relatively long and complex, the derivation
through the Solomon Strait cause thermocline waters to join the equator in a faster way. Solomon Sea
water flowing equatorward through Solomon Strait join SEC waters flowing westward east of the Solomon
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Islands to form the NICU and feed predominantly the southern and shallower portion of the EUC. In con-
trast, the lower and central portions of the EUC essentially come from the Vitiaz pathway [inset of Figure
14a; Melet et al., 2010a; Grenier et al., 2011].

Numerical simulations suggest that 50% of the UTW that ultimately joins the equator flows through the
LLWBCs, with the remaining 50% using interior pathways [Qu et al., 2013]. The Southwest Pacific UTW path-
ways are indicated by the green arrows on Figure 14a: a northern branch flows east of the Solomon Islands
and New Ireland (in the NICU), whereas the other part enters the Coral Sea (mainly in the NVJ) and the Solo-
mon Sea (in the NGCU) before exiting through all three Solomon Sea straits.

During El Ni~no events, the NVJ increases at the entrance of the Coral Sea (Figure 14a, large green arrows).
At UTW level, observations and models show that the transport directly enters the Solomon Sea and joins
the NGCU. Numerical simulations suggest that UTW transport is limited in Vitiaz Strait and the increase is
mostly felt in Solomon Strait so that the positive anomaly joins the EUC through a shorter pathway. In the
surface layer, the Vitiaz Strait transport increases during El Ni~no because of less dynamical limitation of
transport in that depth-range (Figure 14a, large red arrows and references). Numerical simulations also
show that the perturbation is asymmetric during La Ni~na events (Figure 14b): the anomalous decrease in
the NVJ supply to the Coral Sea (large empty arrows) comes with a decrease in the NGCU which impacts
both surface and thermocline waters in Solomon Strait with little change in the Vitiaz Strait.

LTW (blue arrows on Figure 14a) forms the lower part of the EUC and enters the equatorial region predomi-
nantly through the deep LLWBCs [Qu et al., 2009]. LTW enters the Coral Sea mostly in the NCJ, then flows
through the GPC before entering the Solomon Sea [Kessler and Cravatte, 2013a; Grenier et al., 2013]. Numerical
simulations suggest that LTW that ultimately joins the EUC mostly flows through the Vitiaz pathway [Grenier
et al., 2011]; however, the fate of Vitiaz LTW that does not ultimately join the EUC is not precisely understood.

The interannual variability of this LTW pathway is different from that of UTW. Davis et al. [2012] show that,
in the LTW depth range, the NGCU variability is not correlated with ENSO. In the Coral Sea, Kessler and Cra-
vatte [2013a] suggested that the NVJ is essentially correlated with ENSO, while the NCJ is not. Therefore,
the longer NCJ-GPC-NGCU pathway is less correlated with ENSO, and its variability remains
undocumented.

4.4.2. Equatorward Heat Transports and Spiciness Anomalies
The increasing coverage of Argo data allowed detection of the large-scale UTW spiciness anomalies that are
formed during winter in the southeastern subtropical gyre [Kolodziejczyk and Gaillard, 2012]. These anoma-
lies undergo isopycnal and diapycnal mixing along the various water pathways [Qu et al., 2013] and appear
to be significantly diminished before they reach the equator. Both diapycnal and isopycnal mixing seems
particularly active in the Solomon Sea, as suggested by a model incorporating a tidal-mixing scheme [Melet
et al., 2011] and the high energy found at submesoscales (subsection 5.4.1). Diapycnal mixing could also
occur downstream of the Solomon Sea Straits as in the Grenier et al. [2011] numerical simulation and/or in
the EUC as suggested by the small vertical scales found there [Richards et al., 2012]. In addition to small-
scale mixing, the large-scale anomalies advect, or propagate westward with a speed that depends on lati-
tude (i.e., presence of a jet or Rossby wave), so that the resulting patterns tend to loose their initial shape
with lagged anomalies reaching the LLWBCs or/and the equator depending on pathways.

This strong damping of spiciness anomalies therefore precludes simple tracking of advective or propagating
patterns through the Southwest Pacific region to assess their influence on equatorial conditions, as sug-
gested by earlier numerical experiments [Giese, 2002; Yeager and Large, 2004; Luo et al., 2005; Nonaka and
Sasaki, 2007]. Nevertheless, the SPICE results confirm the importance of the South Pacific LLWBC transport
variations in the warm pool (and warm water volume) and EUC mass and heat budget. LLWBC transports
generally increase with El Ni~no (Figure 14a), and counterbalance interior-driven changes in western equato-
rial Pacific warm water volume (subsection 4.3) [Lengaigne et al., 2012]. The resulting interannual anomalies
of equatorward heat fluxes, which can vary by a factor of two between extreme El Ni~no and La Ni~na condi-
tions [Melet et al., 2013], are therefore dominated by transport variations [e.g., Kleeman et al., 1999] rather
than temperature or salinity anomalies.

In the surface layer, salinity is modified during the transit through the Solomon and Bismarck Seas by the
heavy rainfall, river runoff, and upwelling systems. This modification is time-dependent, with strong sea-
sonal and ENSO influence [Delcroix et al., 2014].
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Figure 15. Observed climatology (1981–2005) and projected climate change (2074–2098 minus 1981–2005) during the peak season for
the SPCZ; austral summer (December–February). (a) NOAA SST (�C, contours and labels) and GPCP rainfall (mm d21, color scale). SST con-
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4.4.3. Poleward Pathways
Large variability of the poleward transport has been demonstrated to occur at all depths in numerical mod-
els [Schiller et al., 2008]. van Sebille et al. [2012] showed a large interannual variability in the TO, but not over
longer time scales. Over longer time scales, the supergyre acceleration/enhanced EAC extension and its
influence on temperature and salinity around Tasmania (subsection 4.2) directly affects the local biodiversity
[Ridgway, 2007; Suthers et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2011]. While the supergyre acceleration is caused by wind
changes, the repercussions on global climate are unknown [Cai, 2006].

The subtropical front in the southern Tasman Sea near New Zealand extends south to nearly 50�S before
following a convoluted path (subsection 4.2) south of New Zealand. Here it turns sharply to hug the east
coast of the South Island and finally joins the TF/EAUC waters [Figure 4; Smith et al., 2013]. Whereas subtrop-
ical water from the Tasman Sea is lost along this path, the total flow that leaves the Tasman Sea via this
route is small, but persistent; estimated at 1 Sv from hydrographic sections off the southeastern coast of
New Zealand [Sutton, 2001]. The subtropical temperature, the strength of the front and the eddy activity
have been increasing over the past decades in the confluence of the subtropical and subantarctic currents
east of New Zealand in response to increasing wind stress curl over the basin [Fernandez et al., 2014].

4.5. SPCZ
The SPCZ is the largest rainband in the Southern Hemisphere with rain rates exceeding 5 mm d21 on aver-
age during austral summer (Figure 15a). As the SPCZ forms the eastern boundary of the SPICE field pro-
grams (Figure 3), study of atmosphere interactions with regional ocean circulations have been conducted
through remote sensing and climate modeling of the SPCZ formation and variability.

Regional SST gradients determine the near surface wind structure (Figure 15b) that supports SPCZ-related mois-
ture convergence in observations [Lintner and Neelin, 2008] and climate models [Niznik and Lintner, 2013]. This
SST dependence was also found in mid-Holocene numerical simulations, with different orbital forcing and SST
pattern resulting in a shifted SPCZ [Mantsis et al., 2013]. Nevertheless, the SST distribution being itself related to
the wind, SST/wind/rainfall all adjust together to determine the tilted SPCZ, so that no single parameter can be
simply isolated [Takahashi and Battisti, 2007]. Heaviest rainfall associated with the SPCZ (Figure 15a, black line)
is typically located poleward of the meridional SST gradient (i.e., between the warm pool and cooler equatorial
waters [Figure 15b; Cai et al., 2012; Widlansky et al., 2012]) in a region of converging trade winds.

The tilted orientation of the SPCZ is partly explained by the zonal SST and surface pressure gradients extending
from poleward of the heaviest rainfall in the western Pacific to the cooler waters and higher pressures in the east-
ern Pacific [Widlansky et al., 2010]. In the subtropics, synoptic disturbances propagate from south of Australia into
the central South Pacific where upper troposphere mean westerly winds decelerate and wave energy density
accumulates; thereby supporting convection which forms the diagonal component of the rain band [Widlansky
et al., 2010; Matthews, 2012]. Centered over much cooler waters to the east, the Pacific subtropical high acts as
the eastern boundary of the SPCZ [Takahashi and Battisti, 2007].

On interannual timescales, four typical structures of the SPCZ position were identified by Vincent et al.
[2011] (Figure 15a, colored lines); each influenced by the slowly varying SST and wind patterns associated
with ENSO. During extreme El Ni~no events, such as 1997/1998, the SPCZ becomes nearly zonal (red line) as
the meridional SST gradient vanishes between the equator and 15�S.

5. SPICE Legacy

In the preceding sections, we discussed operations that are ongoing as a continuation of SPICE. Some studies are
still exploratory whereas others are oriented toward long-term monitoring. In this section, we list the achieve-
ments of these studies and then discuss remaining questions and new research directions.

5.1. Major Achievements
One of the main motivations for SPICE was to determine whether changes in either LLWBC temperature or
transport matter to climate (section 1). We now have a much improved understanding of the region. Specif-
ically, SPICE has lead to

1. A refined description of the oceanic pathways to the equator: Jets, WBCs, direct NVJ path to the Solomon
Sea, and EUC water origins; as well as their seasonal and interannual variations;
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2. The observation that equatorward spiciness anomalies are strongly damped in the LLWBC system, with
the transport anomalies dominating the signals;

3. Discovery of the deep extension of the NCJ and GPC, versus the broad and shallow NVJ;

4. Unprecedented description on the Solomon Sea circulation, its inflows, outflows, and their partitions;

5. Discovery of the TF/EAC interplay and opposite variations on decadal timescales;

6. A much improved description of the TF outflow and circulation around northern New Zealand;

7. A much improved description of the EAC Extension, variability and impact on ocean conditions;

8. An improved understanding of the southeastward tilt of the SPCZ in relation with SST, wind and rainfall.

5.2. Ongoing Operations
Despite successful simulations and model-based analyses of ocean dynamics in the SPICE region, many
numerical modeling challenges remain. Very high resolution (order 1/36�) nested regional simulations are
presently analyzed, but the computational burden to run these at basin-scale and over multiple decades is
still prohibitive. Other challenges include inaccurate or missing topography at high spatial resolution and
lack of accurate multiscale coast-to-shelf to open-ocean subgrid-scale parameterization, for both vertical
and horizontal mixing, including effects by tides and internal waves. Algorithms capable of such full param-
eterization are under active development.

The high variability seen in both the circulation and water properties [see Kessler and Cravatte, 2013b, Table
1] produces aliasing in point-wise measurements from cruises and gliders, suggesting that repeat measure-
ments are needed. Monitoring of key currents and transports is ongoing: into the Coral Sea (HR-XBT, mooring
and glider measurements across the ECC and SEC [Maes et al., 2011]); Tasman Sea transports through the HR-
XBT ‘‘Tasman Box’’ [Roemmich et al., 2005], as well as the Brisbane-Yokohama line that crosses the Coral and
Solomon Seas. In the Solomon Sea, two hydrographic surveys were completed and moorings have been
deployed since 2012 in the Solomon Straits to provide direct observation of the outflows [Eldin et al., 2013].

The WBC transports through the Solomon Sea are monitored through moorings and repeat gliders, as well
as the NQC/GPC off the GBR, whereas the EAC current-meter array measurements are still being pursued
(subsection 5.3.3). In addition, Argo floats are released on a regular basis in the SPICE region (section 2).

Information about operations is available from the SPICE web site http://spiceclivar.org. These new meas-
urements, along with the aforementioned very high-resolution simulations, will help better resolve the
regional oceanic circulation and atmospheric affects, in the coming 2–3 years.

5.3. Unresolved SPICE Issues
5.3.1. Mixing
Temperature anomalies undergo significant damping along their pathways to the equator (subsection 4.4)
and high latitudes. Two model studies identify the Solomon Sea and downstream as areas of strong mixing
[Melet et al., 2011; Grenier et al., 2011], as do global simulations of internal wave activity [Simmons et al.,
2004], however, in situ measurements are unavailable to verify these simulations. The potentially large mix-
ing contribution from intense mesoscale and submesoscale activity in the Solomon Sea, as well as tidal forc-
ing in the straits also needs to be quantified [section 5.4.1; Gourdeau et al., 2014; Jackson et al., 2012].
Mixing occurring on the edge of EAC eddies and at the Australian continental shelf due to internal wave
energy dissipation is also under investigation (B. Sloyan, personal communication, 2014).

5.3.2. Coral Sea
The deep extent of the NCJ and GPC still needs to be better measured and understood. While the SEC and
jets have been thoroughly documented at the entrance of the Coral Sea, three regions lack basic descrip-
tions. The SCJ was not properly documented due to its subsurface nature, high level of eddy activity [Qiu
et al., 2009], and priorities given to the documentation of other currents. The NCJ bifurcation region against
Australia, as well as the GPC variability still lack documentation.

5.3.3. Tasman Sea
Understanding of the full-depth EAC property transport and its time variations is far from complete. We
still lack a sustained time series of full-depth property observations of the boundary flow of the EAC across
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its entire offshore extent that are of sufficient duration to resolve seasonal, interannnual, and decadal
signals.

The complicated dynamics at the EAC separation point and the high eddy variability makes it challenging
to design an appropriate monitoring array. A 2 year mooring array was maintained at 30�S [Mata et al., 2000],
but its limited width did not fully resolve the offshore edge of the EAC. Furthermore, its location within the
most energetic portion of the EAC eddy field weakened the signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 7). A mooring array
was deployed in 2012 in a more suitable location, 26�S, where the EAC is still coherent and its flow is rela-
tively uniform with minimum variability and coincident with an HR-XBTs Tasman Box line (Figure 3). Initial
analysis of the EAC mooring array indicates large transport variability (K. Ridgway and B. Sloyan, personal
communication, 2014) and emphasizes the need for the long-term monitoring of the EAC. To fulfil this key
observational requirement, redeployment of the IMOS EAC mooring array is planned for mid-2015.

5.3.4. Solomon Sea
The Solomon Sea circulation, water mass transformation, and strait transport partition are presently being
measured (section 4.3, 5.2). In spite of new observations, three questions remain in the Solomon Sea: (1) Is
there a WBC east of the Solomon Islands such as the SICU? (2) How much water is transported in the Indis-
pensable Strait? (3) Is the interannual variability of the flow partition through the different straits similar to
what models suggest? These questions will need to be addressed through further in situ measurements.

5.3.5. Link to the Equator and ENSO
Further investigation is needed to fully identify the main regions and mechanisms responsible for the
damping of the subtropical anomalies along different water pathways (section 4.4) and how much is ulti-
mately transmitted to the EUC. But the EUC is not the sole destination of the waters exiting the Solomon
Sea, and the fate of the anomalies is unclear. For instance, some of the excess waters during an El Ni~no may
feed the NECC, the EUC (which increases in the far west, but weakens over the central Pacific in the course
of El Ni~no), or the Indonesian Throughflow. We know that the NGCU system contributes to the deep Indone-
sian Throughflow, but it remains unknown how much is contributed in the surface layer and how the path-
ways vary with ENSO. LLWBCs of the Northwest Pacific have also been the focus of CLIVAR programs, so
that measurements are available north and south of the equator and through the Indonesian Throughflow
quasi-simultaneously (Figure 16). Analysis of these adjacent observations will provide a more balanced
budget of the equatorial waters supplies.

With these new advances, it will be timely to reassess the questions of the impact of the Southwest Pacific
waters on ENSO, decadal variability and longer climate signals. Such questions include (1) Does refined
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modeling of the southern thermocline water inflow improve ENSO or decadal prediction? (2) Is monitoring
important to ENSO prediction? These issues will need to be addressed using the newly available and devel-
oping observational platforms and high-resolution regional models combined with global coupled models.

5.3.6. Link to High Latitudes
The connection between the South Pacific and Indian oceans via the TO (subsection 4.2) varies due to dif-
ferent factors and an improved understanding of its variability and trend is important as it is a component
of the global overturning circulation, modulating the global ocean heat and carbon budgets. Whereas the
relationship with the TF has been established on decadal timescales, no link between the two systems has
been determined at longer timescales. There is abundant evidence to show that the EAC Extension off Tas-
mania has increased over the past 60 years but the mechanism underlying this trend remains uncertain. For
example, Wu et al. [2012] suggest that the EAC warming is due to an intensification of the current, whereas
previous results indicate that there has been a poleward shift of the South Pacific winds and EAC system
within a related poleward displacement of the gyre core [Cai et al., 2005]. In contrast, the WBCs and their
confluence east of New Zealand (which is the gyre western boundary at these latitudes) show higher tem-
peratures and increased eddy activities, but no southward displacement [Fernandez et al., 2014].

5.4. Future Developments and New Questions
5.4.1. Submesoscale Processes
The present high-resolution numerical simulations point to exceptionally large variability in the Solomon Sea
related to mesoscale eddies [Gourdeau et al., 2014; Hristova et al., 2014]. The Solomon Sea was used as a
regional ‘‘modeling laboratory,’’ because of its specific configuration with tides, islands, and WBCs (subsection
4.3). The submesoscale permitting resolution (section 3) is now providing access to new and rich information,
with possible consequences on horizontal and vertical mixing. The discovery of this part of the energy spectrum
lead to exploring new approaches of image data assimilation, strongly motivated by the prospects of the SWOT
satellite (a NASA/CNES project that will provide map of the sea surface topography at submesoscale resolution
over the satellite swath extension) [Gaultier et al., 2014]. The submesoscale features were also observed in sur-
face salinity observations in the Coral Sea [Maes et al., 2013], leading hopefully to new research foci.
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5.4.2. Southwest Pacific and Climate Change
Whereas large uncertainties remain among climate models regarding the ENSO and the SPCZ responses to cli-
mate change [Collins et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2013b], the majority of future projections suggest faster warming
along the equator compared to the SPCZ region (Figure 15c). The changing SST pattern is likely to enhance
equatorial convection [Ma et al., 2012], strengthen southeasterly trade winds, and weaken meridional SST gra-
dients [Xie et al., 2010], potentially leading to moisture divergence and future drying in parts of the SPCZ
[Widlansky et al., 2012]. The uneven future warming of the tropical Pacific may almost double the frequency of
‘‘zonal-SPCZ’’ events (Figure 15a; red line), possibly shifting the mean rainfall pattern equatorward [Cai et al.,
2012; Widlansky et al., 2012], with direct consequences on freshwater resources in the Pacific islands.

Projected changes to the wind strength and direction in the South Pacific will affect Southwest Pacific cur-
rents. To the south, high-resolution regional models embedded in global climate simulations project increased
transport in the EAC Extension during the 21st century [Sun et al., 2012; Oliver and Holbrook, 2014a]. Similarly,
direct examination of CMIP projections suggests future increase in the NGCU transport toward the equator
[Sen Gupta et al., 2012], with foreseeable changes in the thermocline structure and water properties. Together,
these simulations suggest likely future impacts on ENSO dynamics and equatorial ecosystems.

Many questions remain open regarding the effect of anthropogenic forcing, such as: (a) is the multidecadal
extension of the EAC attributable to anthropogenic climate change? (b) how warm is the southwest Tasman
Sea hotspot likely to reach in the future given the change in dynamics? (c) what are the likely effects of
extreme upper ocean temperatures on marine ecological communities [e.g., Oliver et al., 2014] and in partic-
ular, on benthic communities that are not mobile? (d) what is the best approach to effectively downscale
projected ocean temperature changes in the Tasman Sea to the shelf and coastal domain [e.g., Oliver and
Holbrook, 2014b]? (e) is Tasman Sea net primary productivity likely to increase or decrease due to the associ-
ated dynamical effects of the EAC extension under climate change [e.g., Matear et al., 2013]? Similar chal-
lenges and questions are applicable to the equatorial region.

5.4.3. Toward Coastal and Island Scales
Islands in the Southwest Pacific region are particularly sensitive to climate variability and the oceanic envi-
ronment. Over the past 20 years, sea level around the SPICE region has risen at over three times the global
average rate [Meyssignac et al., 2012] and the ocean acidification combined with ocean warming could jeop-
ardize coral growth toward the middle of this century or even before [Veron et al., 2009]. Clearly, sustainable
development in the region must incorporate adaptation to climate variability and change.

Island sea level, SST and climate are controlled by the ocean via both basin-scale conditions and local proc-
esses. Drought and flooding events are often related to ENSO conditions and the associated location and
intensity of the SPCZ [e.g., Murphy et al., 2014], which also influences sea level variability [Widlansky et al.,
2014]. Furthermore, the ocean conditions control local temperature and air-sea fluxes, tropical cyclone
intensity, and trajectories, transports of fish larvae as well as steric sea level.

SPICE has led to new measurements and modeling of the Southwest Pacific. Numerical simulations and
ocean assimilation products are more accurate, providing improved boundary conditions to high-resolution
models on island scales. Coastal and island processes add to large-scale conditions in various ways (Figure
17), specific to each place (see, e.g., Schiller et al. [2009b] regarding the GBR; Ganachaud et al. [2010]; Lefevre
et al. [2010]; Marchesiello et al. [2010]; Fuchs et al. [2012] S. Cravatte et al., Regional circulation around New
Caledonia from two decades of observations, submitted to Journal of Marine System., 2014, regarding the
island of New Caledonia). Specific investigations are needed to understand and anticipate how large scale
conditions affect local conditions.

Appendix A: References for Circulation Pathways

Figure A1 indicates the different references that were used to draw the circulation pathways of Fig. 14.

Appendix B: Acronyms

AGRIF Adaptative Grid Refinement In Fortran
ADCP Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
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BRAN Bluelink ocean ReANalysis
CSSC Coral Sea Counter Current
EAC East Australia Current
EAUC East Auckland Current
ECC East Caledonian Current
ENSO El Ni~no Southern Oscillation
FBCC Fiji Basin Counter Current
GBR Great Barrier Reef
GBRUC Great Barrier Reef Undercurrent
GPC Gulf of Papua Current
HR-XBT High Resolution eXpendable BathyThermograph
IMOS Integrated Marine Observing System
LLWBC Low Latitude Western Boundary Currents
LTW Lower Thermocline Water
NBCU New Britain Coastal Undercurrent
NCJ North Caledonian Jet
NGCU New Guinea Coastal Undercurrent
NICU New Ireland Coastal Undercurrent
NQC North Queensland Current
NVJ North Vanuatu Jet
PIES Pressure Inverted EchoSounder
Q-IMOS Queensland node of the Integrated Marine Observing System
SCJ South Caledonian Jet
SEC South Equatorial Current
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Figure A1. Water mass pathways from observations. Continuous arrows denote the Surface Water (SW, red), Upper Thermocline Water
(UTW, green) and Lower Thermocline Water (LTW, blue), with both UTW and LTW. The upper inset on each panel indicates schematically a
meridional section across the EUC with the repartition of the water masses upon reaching the equator. The references describing these
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SECC South Equatorial Counter Current
SICU Solomon Island Coastal Undercurrent (hypothetical)
SGU Saint George Undercurrent
SPCZ South Pacific Convergence Zone
SPTW South Pacific Tropical Water
SST Sea Surface Temperature
STCC South Pacific Subtropical Counter Current
STMW Subtropical Mode Waters
SW Surface Water
TF Tasman Front
TO Tasman Outflow
UTW Upper Thermocline Water
WBC Western Boundary Currents
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